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When Cynthia and I awoke this morning we could clearly see Mt.Ararat Ð Sis and Masis
Ð out of our Hotel Shirak window. We met up with Charlie at the breakfast table, and a
bit later Larissa came down from her room after a red-eye flight and early morning
arrival. We were all relieved to learn that Chris would be joining us on Wednesday.
With time for an excursion, Gohar walked us down to the City of Yerevan Museum
housed in a 3-story building. The first floor held ancient artifacts - -pottery, spear heads,
stone tools, and told the story of the cityÕs founding before the Mousterian Culture in
80,000-40,000 B.C. and by Argishti I declaration in 782 B.C.

The second floor held coins, metal works, and other pre-Christian artifacts. The third
floor held items of daily life from the 18th Ð120th century, including furniture, jewelry, and
costumes.

We stopped by a new supermarket to change dollars into dram, and then walked
through Republic Square to the Marco Polo for lunch.

Republic Square is being prepared for YerevanÕs 2791st birthday with a large concert
and performance on October 10. The city itself looks vibrant and well kept, and a few
high rises are under construction.

By 2:00 p.m. we were ready to head up to Vanadzor. Melik did an excellent job of
driving us in the new FCH-A 25 passenger van. We made a quick stop at the Armenian
alphabet place for photos, and stopped again to buy apples and grapes alongside the
road. Melik drove us upward through fields of newly harvested hay and apple orchards.
We photographed farmers digging potatoes, picking cabbage, and tending to sheep and
cows.
The manager of the Argishti was at the hotel to welcome us, and Tatevik surprised us
on arrival, too. Cynthia was happy to finally unpack all the items she had brought in her
suitcase for Tatevik and Gohar.
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